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Talk about Shells

A Talk With Charlie Wright A 
Master Shot Shell Loader

By Dennis Guldan

Next to your dog, gun  
and boots perhaps the  
most important invest-

ment a bird hunter makes in their 
sport is ammunition. This issue we 
sat down with an old friend and 
master shotgun shell loader Charlie 
Wright. 

Ammunition many times is an 
after thought when hunting. In fact 
many a time you may have left for 
the hunt and decided to buy ammo 
at a local gas station on the way.  
Besides a shotgun shell is simply a 
primer, hull, powder, wad and shot. 
Under that reasoning a truck is but a 
vehicle, I think we all know better.

Well spent an hour or so with 
Charlie Wright and you may take 
a different view of one of the most 
important tools we all use in the 
hunt.

I have known and have been a 
friend of Charlie since 1992 when 
we met each other at Game Fair in 
Anoka, MN.  Charlie started, owns 
and is the only employee… Charlie 
will tell you his wife Marilyn is the 
boss… of Unique Shot Shells Inc. 
of Newport, MN just south of St 
Paul. 

Unique Shot Shells Inc. is in 
the business of providing shotgun 
shells and dog training poppers for 
the bird hunting and dog training 
public. Charlie has been making 
unique quality shot shells for some 
30 years. This might be considered 
his second passion after training 

dogs and judging field trials and 
hunt tests, which he has been doing 
even longer, then loading shells.

Charlie’s specialty is working 
with unique loads for his shells. He 
works with steel, copper, lead, heavi-
shot and some more unusual loads 
too. One of his specialties is creating 
shells for dog training called “pop-
pers.” But Charlie’s poppers are 
different then most poppers. For 
safety poppers do not contain shot. 
To fill the void many manufacturers 
have added plastic. But plastic has 
no place in a dog training area so 
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